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The robot that can achieve card magic
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Abstract

We succeeded in developing a robot that can play a card magic for the first time in the world. The robot can
complete a magic by quickly switching the first-card-dealing and the-second-card-dealing. This paper is composed of
three parts where one is the design of the robot by referring human motion, the second is the mechanics of the card
manipulation by utilizing a simplified model, and a magic actually done by the robot. We would note that as far as the
card dealing is concerned, the developed robot is even faster than human magician.
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Background
There are various kinds of card magic, such as second-
card-dealing [1] where the second card is taken while the
top card keeps stationary, bottom-card-dealing [2] where
the bottom card is taken by pretending finger motion for
taking the top card, and buckeye [3] where plural cards are
simultaneously manipulated. Skillful card dealing by fin-
ger is a key for demonstrating a beautiful performance of
card magic. Professional card magicians can achieve vari-
ous basic motions, such as sliding, picking, and releasing
card one by one under an appropriately force and position
control by finger. In case of card magician, these skills can
be acquired through practice again and again. As far as
we have examined conventional literature, there have been
no work discussing robotic card magician.We believe that
the concept of robot magician itself opens a new busi-
ness chance, especially in entertainment area. By playing
magic cooperatively between human and robotmagicians,
we can make a new world of magic entertainment where
the conventional magic show can not do.
Under these backgrounds, the goal of this paper is to

propose a hyper magician robot that can achieve the card
magic by quickly switching the second-card-dealing and
the first-card-dealing. For designing and developing such
a robot, what is the key? Extracting the essential functions
from human motion during card magic may provide us
with a good hint for designing such a robot. We would
note that our basic stance is not to imitate the human
motion but to extract the basic functions from human
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motion and implement them into the robot by completely
cutting extra functions with second order priority.
Finally, we developed the hyper magician with two

active degrees of freedom and one passive degree of free-
dom. Through experiments for the second-card-dealing
by utilizing the developed hyper magician, we succeeded
in achieving it with the speed of six cards/sec and in
playing magic by quickly switching the first-card-dealing
and the second-card-dealing (see the Additional file 1:
video clip). This paper is organized as follows. After intro-
duction, we briefly review conventional works where we
explain a couple of key technologies which are closely
related to hyper magician robot. Then, we analyze the
finger motion during card manipulation of human for
obtaining the deformed robot model and show the basic
concept of robot design. Then, we discuss the mechanics
of the second-card-dealing by using a simplified model.
Next, we explain the experimental model and results pre-
cisely, before concluding remarks.

Related works
There have been many magics [4-6]. Card magic is one
of them. As far as we know, there have been no works
concerning with card magic by a robot, so far, while
there are a couple of works [7,8] in the HRI research
field. On the other hand, there have been many funda-
mental works on robotic finger leading to card dealing,
such as slidingmotion basedmanipulation [9-12], pushing
based manipulation [13-15], rolling motion manipulation
[16,17], and modeling of soft finger tip [18,19]. Espe-
cially, works on soft finger modeling provide us with a
good hint from the viewpoint of supporting both frictional
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force and moment, since this type of finger tip can resist
frictional moment around the axis perpendicular to the
contact surface as well as frictional force. While a number
of multi-fingered robot hands [20-23] have been designed
and developed so far, most of them move very slowly due
to multiple coordination control under mechanical con-
straint condition. On the other hand, there have been a
couple of works where they pursue quick response by
reducing the active degrees of freedom as many as possi-
ble [24,25]. In order to speed up card manipulation, these
robots also provide us with a good hint.

Human finger motion during the
second-card-dealing
Figure 1 shows an example of a series of finger motion in
the second-card-dealing by magician. From Figure 1, we
can learn that the magician is grasping the bundle of cards
by the fingers of left hand and taking a card one by one by
using the fingers of right hand. One interesting observa-
tion from Figure 1 is that the thumb in the left hand has
two functions where one is for grasping the bundle of card
and the other is for slightly moving the top card just before
the right hand pick up the second card, so that the second
top card can be easily taken. Without this thumb motion,
it is hard for the fingers of right hand to smoothly take
the second card one by one. As for the robot application,
this function can be realized by implementing one finger
capable of slightly rotating the top card. For simplicity,
suppose only three cards. Figure 2 shows a set of possible
forces acting on the second card during the second-card-
dealing where red and black arrows denote the normal and

Left handRight hand

a

b
Figure 1 Second card dealing by magician: “Right” and “left”
hand are from the magician viewpoint, respectively.

Figure 2 Forces during the second-card dealing: “Right” and
“left” hand are from the magician viewpoint, respectively. Red
and black arrows denote the normal and tangential forces,
respectively, and the subscript “1”, “3”, and “f” are forces acted by the
top card, the bottom card, and by the finger, respectively, and the
superscript“r”, and “l” are the right and the left finger, respectively.

tangential forces, respectively, and the subscript “1”, “3”,
and “f” are forces acted by the top card, the bottom card,
and by the finger, respectively, and the superscript “r”, and
“l” are the right and the left finger, respectively. Figure 2(a)
shows that three cards are firmly grasped by two right
fingers. Figure 2(b) shows that the second card is pulled
by the left finger in Figure 2(b) while three cards are still
grasped by two right fingers. We would note that once the
second card starts to slide, the second card receives the
friction forces by both the left finger and the bottom card.
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Figure 2(c) shows that the second card is released from the
constraint area of two right fingers. Figure 2(d) shows that
the second card is further moved by the left finger and
the constraint by the right finger is completely released
from two right fingers. As a result, the second card can
be easily removed from the card bundle. Under the state
in Figure 2(d), the second card mainly receives both nor-
mal and tangential forces from both the left finger and the
third card, as shown in Figure 2(d).

Basic concept of robot design
Based on the discussions given in the earlier chapter,
let us now discuss the robot design. Figure 3 shows an
overview of the hyper magician robot, where Figure 3(a)
and (b) show a hand model learnt by human and
its highly deformed model, respectively. The deformed
model includes four fingers, where Finger 1, 2, 3 and 4 cor-
respond to the thumb of the left hand, the remaining four
fingers of the left hand, the thumb of the right hand, and
the index finger of the right hand in Figure 1, respectively.
The deformed model is composed of two parts; one is for
grasping a bundle of cards and the other one is for manip-
ulating a card one by one from the bundle. Two parts
are called “grasping part” and “manipulation part”, respec-
tively while the grasping part still includes an actuator for
rotating the card through friction. The grasping part is
composed of Finger 1 and Finger 2 where both Fingers are

Top card

Second card
Left hand

Right hand

a   Real model 

b  Deformed model 

Finger 2

Actuator

Finger 1

Figure 3 Amodel of the robot.

connected by a spring as shown in Figure 3(b), so that we
can generate an appropriate internal force for grasping.
The manipulation part is composed of Finger 3 and Finger
4 where Finger 3 includes an actuator, while Finger 4 has a
spring without any actuator as shown in Figure 3(b). There
are a couple of technical challenges where one is how to
take the second card sandwiched by the top and the third
card, and the second one is how to make the second card
slide translationally by Finger 3 while other cards are kept
stationary as much as possible and the third issue is how
to eventually take the second card for completely moving
out from the bundle. We discuss these issues one by one.

Mechanics of the second-card-dealing
Can we remove the second card without keeping both the
top and the third cards stationary? This is an interesting
question for discussing the second-card-dealing. If we can
find the condition, it will provide us with a good guideline
for designing the robot hardware, especially from the view
point of the surface material. In this chapter, we try to find
an answer by using a simplifiedmodel as shown in Figure 4
where N , F , and μ are the normal force, the pulling force,
and frictional coefficient, respectively, and the subscript
“s” and “d” are static and dynamic frictional coefficient,
respectively. We assume that the frictional coefficient is
equal between cards but different between card and the
table, and between card and the finger being in contact
with the top card. To simplify the discussion, we assume
μ′
s > μs where μ′

s denotes the static frictional coefficient
between the top card and the finger being in contact with
the top card. Additionally, we suppose μs > μd, which is
naturally well accepted. Figure 4 shows two models where
Figure 4(a) supposes that the second card is moving at the
initial condition and Figure 4(b) supposes that all cards
are stationary at the initial condition. To further simplify
the discussion, we suppose F = N , which means that both
normal force and the pulling force are equal each other.
Wewould note that this condition can be actually realized.
Under this condition, let us consider the case as shown in
Figure 4(a). Since the second card is moving at the initial
condition, we can continuously remove the second card
under μs > μd , as shown in Figure 4(a). Now, let us first
discuss the case as shown in Figure 4(b). The condition
for removing the second card is given by F > 2μsF , which
means μs < 0.5. The condition for keeping the top card
stationary is given by μ′

sF > μsF . By assumption, μ′
s > μs

always holds. As for the third card, the force balance is
always maintained which can leads to the two possible
cases as shown in Figure 4(b), where the one is that only
the second card starts to move while the third card does
not and the other is that both the third and the forth cards
are moved as shown in the lower example of Figure 4(b).
We would note that we can not uniquely determine which
can actually happens. From these discussions, we can say
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Figure 4 The model of the second-card-dealing.

Level changer

Figure 5 Overview of the experimental system.
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that we can remove the second card without keeping both
the top and the third cards stationary if the second card is
already in moving initially. However, if this is not the case,
it is not guaranteed that we can remove the second card
without keeping both the top and the third cards station-
ary. In summary, in either case, we can keep the top card
stationary by increasing μ′

s, which can be easily achieved

Figure 6 Pressure distribution during the second-card-dealing.

by covering a soft material around the finger tip. How-
ever, it is not guaranteed that we can keep the third card
stationary. This result suggests that in designing a robot,
we have to consider an appropriate mechanism, so that we
can keep the third card stationary.

Methods
Experimental system
Figure 5 shows an overview of the developed hyper magi-
cian with two active degrees of freedom, where one is
for rotating the top card around the axis of Finger 1 per-
pendicular to the surface of the card and the other is
for rotating the Finger 3 continuously. In order to keep
all cards except the second card, we implement a stop-
per as shown in Figure 5. An elastic link is utilized for
the Finger 3, so that it can be easily bend along the fixed
guide link. With this elastic motion, the Finger 3 can
increase the normal force at the contact point between
the finger and the second card, which contributes to gen-
erating a large pulling force for the second card. By the
pin as shown in Figure 5, Finger 4 is moved together
with Finger 3, by which two fingers can grab the second
card, as shown in Figure 3. A rotational spring is imple-
mented into Finger 4. There is a level changer in the fixed
guide link, by which Finger 3 is moved back to its ini-
tial finger shape due to its elasticity effect, and at the
same time, Finger 4 is released from the pin. Therefore,

Figure 7 The example of the magic.
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when both Finger 4 and Finger 3 rotate to a prescribed
angle, Finger 4 is released from mechanical constraint
and automatically moves back to the stand-by position
which corresponds to the location of the edge of card
block.

Measurement of the pressure distribution between cards
To examine the pressure distribution between cards dur-
ing the second-card-dealing, we implement a distributed
type pressure sensor between the third and the forth card,
just below the contact area of the Finger 1, where the
sensing area and the resolution of the pressure sensor are
44 × 44mm2 and 1mm, respectively. The experiment is
executed under the card removing velocity of 0.4s/card,
which corresponds to 38% of the top speed. Figure 6 shows
the experimental results where the right and the left col-
umn are pressure distribution and a snap shot obtained by
a high speed camera. Figure 6(a) is corresponding to just
before Finger 3 touches with the second card. Figure 6(b),
(c) and (d) are corresponding to the phase where Fin-
ger 3 touches with the second card and makes it slide
between the top and the third cards. Figure 6(e) is corre-
sponding to the phase where Finger 3 complete to move

the second card. As for the pressure, the sensor output
covers relatively large area and shows a high peak due to
the grasping force by both Finger 1 and Finger 2. When
Finger 3 makes contact with the second card, due to the
pushing force by Finger 3, the grasping force by both
Finger 1 and Finger 2 decreases. Because of this, pres-
sure becomes weak, as shown in Figure 6(c). The pressure
recovers quickly as the Finger 3 complete to remove the
second card from the card bundle. We can regard that the
pressure distribution is the distribution of normal force.
Accordingly, this pressure distribution can be regarded as
local friction distribution. Considering this characteris-
tics, we can understand that when the second card moves
away from the grasping point by both Finger 1 and Finger
2, the friction force acted on the second card is drastically
reduced. This means that the second card can be easily
removed, once it moves away from the grasping point. On
the other hand, a large friction force may occur until the
second card moves away from the grasping point, which
may bring the sliding motion for the third card as eas-
ily expected. The stopper can completely avoid such a
sliding motion of the third card in the developed robot
system.

Figure 8 Time chart for the first-card-dealing and the second-card-dealing.
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Results
Two examples of magic
The first magic is demonstrated by video (see the
Additional file 1: video clip), where the “Ace” is put on
the top of the bundle of cards. Then, the robot starts
the second-card-dealing continuously and stops the deal-
ing when the predetermined number of cards are dealt.
Then, the last card is opened by an audience. The magic
is that the last card is always the “Ace”. The second magic
is demonstrated by video (see the Additional file 1: video
clip), where an audience pushes the key board for starting
the second card dealing. At any time, he (or she) can push
the button for stopping. When the stop signal is detected
by the robot, it changes from the second-card-dealing to
the first-card-dealing quickly. As a result, the last card is
always the one (“Ace”) put on the top initially. Two cut
scenes are shown in Figure 7 where Figure 7(a) and (b)
are the second-card-dealing after the start button and the
first-card-dealing after the stop button.

Trick
Figure 8 shows two time charts for the first-card-dealing
and the second-card-dealing by the robot, respectively.
The difference between them is the rotational angle of the
top card driven by the Finger 1. The trick motion whether
the robot takes the top card or the second card depends
on the selection of time chart of Finger 1. The time dif-
ference of them is 0.04[s], which can not be followed by
human. We would also note that the processing time with
max speed for taking one card from the bundle of cards
is only 0.13[s] which corresponds to six cards/sec, and it
is even faster than human, which also makes human eye
difficult to follow.

Discussion
Figure 9 explains a time chart showing the behavior of
both a card magician and an audience enjoying the card
magic where an audience can say “stop” at any time while
the magician is dealing card one by one. The magic is
in such a way that the next card immediately after say-
ing “stop” is always “Ace”. The trick is same as the one
explained in the second example as shown in Figure 8.
Actually, as far as this card magic is concerned, a robot
magician can play with more advantage than human.

Figure 9 Time chart of the magic.

Figure 10 Action time between human and the robot.

Figure 10 shows the time map taken for each motion. For
example, it takes only 0.001[s] for a robot to start action
after hearing a sound saying “stop”, while it takes roughly
0.15[s] for human [26] to activate his (or her) muscle after
hearing “stop”, where 0.001[s] corresponds to sampling
time for robot control. On the other hand, it takes 0.36[s]
for a robot magician to deal a card, while it takes about
0.6[s] for human magician [1]. Totally, a robot magician
completes the trick with 0.36[s], while humanmagician do
with 0.75[s], which is two timesmore than the robot. Since
it is said that the dynamic recognition speed of human eye
is less than 0.4[s] [27], we can say that the robot magician
is more advantage than human magician.
Now, let us discuss the technology map for card magic

as shown in Figure 11. For discussing such a technology
map, there are two important key words where one is “fin-
ger dexterity” and the other is “manipulation speed”. By
using these two key words, we can provide a technology
map of card magic where the blue area denote the one
where a card magic is successful. As for dexterity, human
finger manipulation is so dexterous and skillful, while it is
very difficult for even the most advanced robot to open a
card just like a human. On the other hand, as for speed,

Figure 11 Technology map.
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human have a limitation of finger manipulation speed
Vlimit , while a robot can easily exceedVlimit by implement-
ing a high speed actuator, as shown in Figure 11. Simply
speaking, while human magician can complete a trick by
skillful finger manipulations within a limitation of Vlimit ,
a robot magician can easily complete a trick by speed
rather than skillful manipulation. By considering those
facts, a possible style of a robot magician is the interac-
tive magic between a robot magician and audience, where
the robot magician plays card magic with a high speed,
and opening a card is asked to the audience with a higher
dexterous manipulation skill. We believe that this type of
interactive magic may provide with another card magic
entertainment in the future.

Conclusions
Observing human finger motion during the second-card-
dealing, we first extract the active degrees of freedom
which are definitely necessary for the robot that can
achieve a card magic. Focusing on the first and the sec-
ond card dealing, we discussed the condition where the
second card is removed without keeping both the top and
the third cards stationary, and showed that it is hard to
keep the third card stationary while we can easily achieve
to keep the top card stationary. Based on these discus-
sions, we designed and developed the four-fingered robot
where two of four fingers have actuators and the remain-
ing fingers do not have. The measurement of pressure
distribution during the second-card-dealing showed that
the friction force heavily changes during the card manip-
ulation and the mechanical stopper is definitely needed
for keeping the second card stationary. As an exam-
ple, we showed that the robot can achieve a magic by
quickly switching the first-card-dealing and the second-
card-dealing.

Additional file

Additional file 1: In this video, you can see the robot magician
capable of taking out the first or second card from the top of a
bundle of cards. The robot can achieve card magic with the speed of six
cards/sec, which is even faster than human magician.
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